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Abstract: The wider adoption of cloud computing due to its inherent advantages also brings concerns of trust and security. Trust is a fundmental
subject in human life. Although, several trust models exists in different areas
including cloud, none of the trust models to-date are comprehensive enough to
accommodate the characteristics of the cloud environment. This paper defines a
trust model based on the essential cloud characteristics as the dimensions of the
trust model together with several features relevant to the dimension to build the
context. The proposed trust model is supported with an opinion model that
considers uncertainty for building context specific trust and credibility
complimented with early filtering to reduce the impact of malicous feedback
providers. The proposed model is evaluated for its robustness against malicious
feedback providers.
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Introduction

Cloud computing provides multi-fold advantages of sharing resources, unlimited
scalability and flexibility and on-demand resources. With huge number of cloud service providers available in the market, it is challenging for the consumers/service
providers to decide which cloud infrastructure provider will be trustworthy for their
services to be deployed in the cloud environment. Trust being a fundamental subject,
several trust model exist to date in different areas. However, cloud being the recent
advancement in computing a very few trust models exists with none being comprehensive enough to accommodate the scope of the cloud [1] [13].
The scope and focus of this paper is mainly to evaluate the trustworthiness of the
Infrastructure Provider (IP) performed by the Cloud Broker (CBR). The trust model
described in this paper is comprehensively tailored specifically towards the cloud
environment. The parameters of the trust model are derived from the essential cloud
characteristics as defined by NIST[10]. The trust model considers the essential cloud
characteristics as the dimensions of the trust model and for each of these dimension
certain features are identified that assists in modelling the trust value. The trust model
in this paper defines trust in the form of reliability and reputation taking into account
the credibility of the feedback provider. A similar approach has been used in [8], but

the fundamental advantage of the model proposed in this paper is that it is sensitive to
uncertainty of the information(i.e. feedback) provided by the feedback providers. The
trust framework in this paper incorporates an additional early filtering mechanism to
filter malicious node which complements the credibility approach of reducing the
influence of malicious nodes. The work in this paper evaluates the trust model based
on filtering of malicous nodes by using an outlier detection technique that is proposed
in [7][16], showing the advantage of applying an early malicious node filtering
technique
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes a Cloud
Computing Example that is used across the paper to illustrate the work. Section 3
describes the Trust model in details. Section 4 discuss the evaluation of the trust
model. Section 5 details on the related work and Section 6 provides concluding
remarks and future work.

2

Cloud Computing Example

In order to illustrate and evaluate the work in this paper, a cloud broker scenario
that is being developed within the OPTIMIS project is used. For evaluating our proposed model we considered hundred Service Providers (SP’s), hundred Infrastructure
providers (IP’s), and a single cloud broker (CBR). In the Scenario, we assume that
the SPs register with the broker for getting infrastructure services from the IPs. The
SPs may also have independently taken infrastructure services from the IPs and may
be continuing to do so. The scenario consists of the Cloud Broker (CBR) evaluating
the trust of an IP. The CBR receives feedback from SP1 to SP100 in the form of opinion, which passes through a filter, which in turn filters the nodes that provide the malicious ratings for IP1. In this scenario if we consider, SP1-SP70 passes successfully
through the filter and then the feedback from SP71-SP100 are not considered for
computing the reputation of IP1. The feedbacks OP1-OP70 provided by SP1-SP70 are
weighted by the corresponding credibility CR1-CR70 which the CBR have for each
of the feedback providers. The weighted ratings OPF1 – OPF70 obtained by multiplying the feedbacks with the credibility, are used by the CBR to compute the reputation
score of IP1. The consensus opinion OPF obtained from OPF1 – OPF70, forms the
reputation score for IP1.

3

Trust Framework

As briefed in Section 1, the trustworthiness of the IP is modeled based on the cloud
characteristics [10] to have dimensions as: on-demand self-service(os), resource
pooling(rp), rapid elasticity(re) and measured service(ms). The on-demand selfservice characteristics, enables the consumer to unilaterally provision computing resources without requiring any human interaction. The rapid elasticity characteristics
of the cloud provider enables the consumer to scale resources rapidly up and down
based on demand. The resource pooling characteristics of the cloud environment
enables cloud service providers to use multi-tenant model, dynamically assigning

physical and virtual resources with location independence. The measured service
characteristic of cloud enables it to control and optimize the resources by metering
capability at certain level of abstraction such as storage, bandwidth, processing etc.
The controlling of resources can be as per the agreement between the consumer and
the provider. The resource usage can be monitored, controlled and reported providing
transparency to the provider and the consumer. Each of the dimension that represents
a cloud characteristic, contains a list of features identified to specify the context within the dimension. The on-demand self-service dimension includes the following
features: availabiilty_d and timely_d. The feature availabiilty_d contributes to the
dimension by capturing the availability of resources in the event of an on-demand
resource provisioning request. The feature timely_d contributes to the dimension with
the provider’s capability to provision the resource within a suitable time. The availabiilty_e and timely_e features contribute to the rapid elasticity dimension during the
occurrence of the event that triggers elasticity. The affinity and the legal feature of
resource pooling, capture the provider’s capability/violations towards the provisioning of resources with the given affinity constraints and the location based constraints
respectively. The features viewable, controllable and reportable of the measured
service, provides the capability of the infrastructure provider to view, control and
report resource usage.
3.1

Trust Model

The trust model comprises of reliability trust and reputation trust given as follows:
(

)

(1)

Where confidence is the trustee’s confidence in the reliability trust evaluated
through direct interaction. The confidence value ranges between [0-1]. Reputation
trust is based on the feedback received.
Reliability trust
The reliability of another entity is based on the direct interaction. R(i,j) is the reliability of entity j from the perspective of entity i. The SP updates its rating and reliability
for each feature of the dimension. The overall reliability of entity j from the perspective of entity i, for all the dimensions, is given as the weighted average:
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Where W1, W2, W3, W4 are weights with
and
R(i,j)on-demand, R(i,j)elasticity, R(i,j)resourcePooling, R(i,j)measuredService are the dimension considered in the trust model based on the cloud characteristics. Reliability of a single
dimension is given as:
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Where W11, W12, W21, W22, W31, W32, W41, W42, W43 are weights assigned
such that W11 + W12=1, W21+W22=1, W31+ W32=1 and W41+ W42+ W43=1.
Reliability of a single feature can be given as the expectation of the opinion. The
reliability of the feature available_d for the on demand dimension is given as:
( )

(

)
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Where W availability_d is the opinion of entity i for the feature availability_d, for its direct interaction with entity j. Wi availability_d = (b i availability_d, d i availability_d, u i availability_d , a i
i
i
availability_d ), where b availability_d is the belief in the proposition, d availability_d is the disbei
lief in the proposition, u availability_d is the uncertainty of the proposition, a i availability_d is
base rate that provides the weight of uncertainty that contributes to the probability
expectation [13].
Reputation trust.
The reputation trust is calculated based on the feedbacks received from the other
entities in the system. Rep(i,j) is the reputation trust of entity j from the perspective of
entity i. The cloud broker (entity i) receives feedback from all SPs their reliability
trust about entity j for each feature of the dimension and computes the reputation trust
Rep(i,j) for each feature. The overall Reputation trust of entity j from the perspective
of entity i for all the dimensions is computed similar to the reliability trust, except for
the individual reputation of the feature.
The reputation trust for each feature identified for the dimension is given by first
discounting or weighing the feedback with the credibility for the feedback provider
and then taking consensus view of all the discounted opinion. For example the reputation trust for the availability feature of on-demand dimension is given as:
(
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Where Wk1 availability_d is the opinion of entity k1 for the feature availability_d for its
direct interaction with entity j. The symbol is the consensus operator as given in
[4]. Wk1 credibility is credibility opinion for entity k1, as built by entity i, based on the
trueness of feedback received.

Credibility.
The credibility is the trust in the feedback provider from the trustor’s perspective.
This enables the trustor to weight the information provided by the feedback provider
about the trustee. The credibility is given as follows:
Wknew credibility = Wk current credibility

Wk previous credibility

(9)

cv = 1 - |Fkj - Qj |

(10)

Wi current credibility = f(cv)

(11)

Where
is a consensus operator to combine dependent trust as defined by
Josang [2] and cv is credibility value which is used to build the current credibility
opinion. The cv forms the positive evidence and (1-cv) provides the negative evidence
to build the current credibility opinion Wk current credibility . Fkj is the feedback response
provided by witness k about trust j and the Qj is the real QoS by trustee j. The initial
value of the credibility is set to a high belief of 1.0.
3.2

Filtering Unfair ratings

The Reputation trust, depends mainly on the feedbacks provided by the providers . In
systems with large number of feedback providers, the malicious groups of feedback
providers may significantly impact the reputation of the trustee. Many studies [5]
[8][15] exists to show how to reduce the effect of the malicious feedback providers.
The study in this paper uses three categorized groups of malicious feedback provider
as considered in [8]. The malicious groups are: complementary, exaggerated positive
and exaggerated negative.
In this paper we demonstrate a case where early
filtering of the malicious feedback providers significantly improves the robustness of
the trust model. This improvement is complementary to the robustness achieved using
the credibility metrics. Though any technique of excluding malicious feedback providers is applicable, we demonstrate our model using the outlier method to filter the
exceptions in the feedback [7]. In this approach, the outlier is defined as the feedbacks that are inconsistent with majority of the feedbacks and has low probability that
it originated from the same statistical distribution as other feedbacks in the overall set
of feedback. This work has been initially discussed in the context of detecting of ou tliers in large databases [7]. The work in this paper uses the basic optimal algorithm
[16] defined to find the subset with maximum smoothing factor which primarily is
dependent on the outlier detection algorithm[7] in large databases.

4

Evaluation

The Trust model is evaluated using a simulation of the cloud computing scenario
discussed in Section 2. A typical simulation is run for 250 iterations, with a total of
100 SP nodes, one CBR node trying to evaluate a single IP node. The SP nodes are
tagged with one of the four categories which include: normal group (G1), exaggerated

positive group (G2), exaggerated negative group (G3) and complementary group(G4).
The experiment use the different ratios G1:G2:G3:G4 of the SP nodes. Section 4.1
demonstrates the enhancement to the trust model over the credibility due to the introduction of malicious filter.
4.1

Effect on Trust due to Malicious filtering

The aim of this experiment is to evaluate the trustworthiness computed by the model
for the IP and ensure that it does not largely deviate due to the malicious nodes present in the system. This experiment is performed in two stages. In the first stage the
trust value for the IP is computed without any malicious node present in the system
i.e. node ratio of 100:0:0:0. In the second stage, malicious nodes with ratio of
70:30:0:0 is introduced and different filters are applied to observe the trust value for
the IP. The result of this experiment shows that the trust value obtained after introdu cing the positive exaggerated nodes with no filter (or filter=0) differs a lot from the
original trust value with no malicious nodes . Due to the credibility defined in the
trust model, the trust value does try to match the original trust value, but still there is a
sizable difference between the two trust values. After introducing the malicious node
filter of filter=30 and filter=n/2 (where number of nodes n=100), the trust value nearly
overlaps with the original trust that is obtained without the malicious node.

Fig. 1. Trust for different levels of filtering. SP node group ratio is 70:30:0:0
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Related Work

The concept of trust is fundamentally applicable in diverse fields [9] like psychology, economics, sociology and political science and also extensively used in computer
science. The use of trust in the field of computer science is observed in diverse areas
such as e-commerce, peer-to-peer, multi-agent systems, security and access control in
computer networks, reliability in distributed networks, game theory and agent systems
and policies for making decision under uncertainty [8][11][12].

The Beta reputation model in [3] is based on the belief theory that allows opinion
to be formed based on the evidence. The trust model discussed in this paper also uses
the opinion model [13] that has improved accuracy due it its unique way of uncertainty modeling. Similar to the beta distribution, the opinion model in [13] considers two
parameters, the amount of positive evidence and the amount of negative evidence
based on which it estimates the reputation of an entity in a system.
Resnick et al. [12] discuss the importance of reputation systems in internet services where large number of producers and consumers may not know each other and
how reputation systems assis ts in making trust decisions. However open systems like
these are susceptible to variety of attacks [14] on reputation systems. Different types
of attacks on reputation systems are described by Kerr et al. [14]. Several techniques
[5] [15] to immunize the effect of unfair ratings or resist the attacks on reputation
based system exist in literature. The work in this paper uses the outlier detection
mechanism in [7][16] to detect unfair ratings and filter these ratings to reduce the
impact on reputation due to unfair ratings .
The recently growing trend of cloud computing brings in concerns of security and
trust. Trust based on reputation systems for cloud environment has been discussed in
[1] [6] [13]. In [1], trust is one of the core component used by SP, along with risk,
eco-efficiency and cost for evaluating the IP for their service. Alhamad et al. [6]
proposes a trust model for cloud computing based on the usage of SLA information.
The model in [13] also includes SLA compliance information to model trust and
complements the trust model with SP ratings and SP behavior to assist modeling.
However, the trust model for cloud environment discussed in this paper is very co mprehensive that includes the cloud characteristics as dimensions, supported along with
features of each dimension to be included in the trust model. This trust model represents the credibility parameter as in [8], however the work in this paper, due to its
usage of belief based opinion, to exchange feedbacks, makes it more sensitive to uncertainty.

6

Conclusion and Future Work

The paper presents trust model that comprehensively captures the cloud ch aracteristics as dimensions and identifies several features associated with the dimensions.
The trust framework proposes to consider an early malicious filter which along with
the credibility defined in the trust model enhances the robustness of the model against
malicious feedbacks. The work in this paper is evaluated using simulation experiments. We are currently exploring to evaluate the trust model using the real cloud data
for different dimensions of the model.
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